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1 Verb semantics, frames and events
This paper explores the links between Event Semantics (Davidson 1967, Parsons 1990, Maienborn & Schäfer 2011 and many others) and Frame Semantics (Barsalou 1992 Petersen 2007
Löbner 2014 and others) on the example of force verbs. Force verbs are interesting in this
respect, because they have a rich lexical structure. This structure needs to be represented in
detail if effects of language composition are to be modelled, such as the preposition or adverb
selection by force verbs, illustrated in (1) and (2).
(1)

a.

(i)
(ii)

b.

(i)
(ii)

(2)

a.
b.

Joanne schlägt auf den Nagel.
Joanne hits
on the nail
*Joanne schlägt an dem Nagel.
Joanne hits
on the nail
Joanne zieht an der Wurzel.
Joanne pulls on the root
*Joanne zieht auf der Wurzel.
Joanne pulls on the root

Joanne berührt Mary leicht an der Schulter.
Joanne touches Mary lightly on the shoulder
*Joanne berührt Mary hart an der Schulter.
Joanne touches Mary hard on the shoulder

In the following, I will first give an overview of the lexical components of force verbs, cf.
Section 2, and then show in Section 3 how the effects observed in the sentences in (1) and
(2) can accurately be modelled in Event Semantics, based on a detailed representation of the
rich lexical semantics of force verbs. In Section 4, I will model the same sentences in Frame
Semantics and focus on the links between the two frameworks, as well as their respective
advantages and disadvantages.
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2 The lexical semantics of force verbs
Force verbs are defined as “any verb of which the root can occur in a sentence that describes
a situation in which an object A exerts a physical force through contact on another object
B without necessarily implying a change in the properties of B, yet while allowing for that
change” (Goldschmidt 2018: 114).
This definition includes the verbs in sentences (1) and (2) above: schlagen (to hit), ziehen (to
pull) and berühren (to touch) all describe situations of force exertion through contact. They
all allow for a change of state or position of the object on which the force is exerted, but they
do not require it.
Force verbs can be further classified according to their directional, aspectual and intensity
specifications. The verbs schlagen and berühren both describe a situation in which the force
is directed towards the object on which it is applied. Compare this to ziehen, which describes
the exertion of a force away from the object on which it is applied. Verbs like schlagen and
berühren thus differ from verbs like ziehen with respect to directionality. Berühren differs
from schlagen and ziehen with respect to the force magnitude. While schlagen and ziehen are
lexically unspecified with respect to a specific magnitude (and get their high force magnitude
reading through a process of implicature, cf. Goldschmidt et.al. 2017, Goldschmidt 2018),
berühren is lexically specified for a low force magnitude and can thus not be used to express a
high amount of force. Schlagen and ziehen also differ from each other with respect to aspect or
the duration of the force exertion. While schlagen describes a momentary or punctual contact
through which the force is exerted, ziehen describes a continuous force exertion.
These lexical distinctions can influence a verb’s compositional behaviour. The ungrammaticality of the sentences in (1-a-ii), (1-b-ii) and (2-b) are due to incompatible directional and
intensity requirements of the verbs and prepositions/adverbs. I will now show how force verbs
can be modelled in Event Semantics.

3 Force verbs in Event Semantics
Event Semantics as developed by Davidson (1967) and elaborated on by Parsons (1990) and
many others analyses verbs as predicates over an underlying event variable. Adverbs and
prepositional phrases are seen as providing extra information about that event. However,
even if one were to assign a force component to the event, such an analysis is not enough to
capture the distinctions between force verbs.
In order to accurately model the directional, aspectual and intensity distinctions illustrated
above, a more detailed representation of the force component is necessary. This can be achieved
by incorporating insights from vector-based models such as that of Zwarts & Winter (2000)
into a force dynamic approach like that by Wolff (2007). I propose that the force that the force
exerter (terminology following Goldschmidt (2018)) exerts on the force recipient is modelled
via (force) vectors. At each moment during the run time of the event, a unique force vector
represents the force that is exerted on the force recipient at that moment: p(t i ). Non-zero force
vectors have a magnitude, an origin and a direction. Zero force vectors have no magnitude or
direction, but an origin; zero force vectors are thus points.
The sequence of force vectors that represent the force exerted at each moment during the
event form a path. For example, if the force exerter is moving towards the force recipient (e.g.
the phase before contact is made in situations described by schlagen as in (1-a-i)), a sequence
of zero force vectors are generated, each with a different origin. This sequence of points, or

path, allows tracing the movement of the force exerter. Force vectors, both zero and non-zero,
thus do double duty: they represent the magnitude and direction of the force exerted on the
force recipient, and they represent the movement or spatial position of the force exerter via
their origin.
The different directional, aspectual and intensity components of force verbs can now accurately be modelled by posing conditions on the magnitude or direction of the force vectors, or
on the quantity of non-zero force vectors. This allows for a detailed representation of the semantics of force verbs, cf. (3), (4) and (5), taken from Goldschmidt (2018: 153/154, ex(32,33,36)).
(3)

schlagen = λe.∃p [p = path(e) ∧ punctual(p) ∧ intr(p, force recipient(e))]

(4)

ziehen = λe.∃p [p = path(e) ∧ continuous(p) ∧ extr(p, force recipient(e))]

(5)

berühren=λe.∃p[p=path(e) ∧ intr(p,force recipient(e)) ∧ non-intensive(p)]

The verb schlagen is punctual, i.e. it expresses only a momentary contact (one non-zero force
vector), and internally directed (the force vectors point towards the force recipient). Ziehen is
continuous, i.e. it expresses a continuous force exertion (only non-zero force vectors), and externally directed (the force vectors point away from the force recipient). Berühren is internally
directed and non-intensive, i.e. the non-zero force vectors need to have a magnitude below a
certain average for comparison.
Please note that not the event, but the path is said to be continuous/momentary, internal/external or non-intensive. By analysing prepositions and adverbs as predicates over paths,
their force dynamic requirements can be analysed in the same way as those of the verbs. The
ungrammaticality of the sentences in (1-a-ii), (1-b-ii) and (2-b) can now be explained by incompatible force vector requirements. Schlagen requires internally directed force vectors, an
(on) requires externally directed force vectors. This is the other way around for ziehen and
auf (on). And berühren requires force vectors with a magnitude below a certain average for
comparison (and above zero), while hart (hard) requires force vectors with a magnitude above
a certain average.
By modelling the rich lexical semantics of force verbs in such great detail, the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (1-a-ii), (1-b-ii) and (2-b) can satisfactorily be explained within
the framework of Event Semantics. I will now show how the same lexical structure can be
modelled in Frame Semantics.

4 Force verbs in Frame Semantics
In Frame Semantics as originated by Barsalou (1992) and further developed by a.o. Petersen
(2007) and Löbner (2014), meaning is modelled by making explicit the underlying conceptual
structure. A bike, for example, has the attribute colour which can take as its values e.g. blue,
red or black. This is visualised as a connected graphs, with the values represented as nodes
and the attributes as labelled arcs.
Force verbs can be represented in a similar way, cf. Figure 1, based on Goldschmidt’s Figure
7.11 (Goldschmidt 2018: 198), which is a representation of the sentence in (2-a).
The frame takes the verb berühren (to touch) as its central node, marked by the double circle
and referring to the set of all berühren-events. The agent is Joanne and the patient is Mary
(the fact that only Mary’s shoulder is touched is abreviated here by making Mary’s shoulder
the patient). The verb is characterised by a force component and a movement component,
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touches Mary lightly on the shoulder).
Force verbs can be represented in a similar way, cf. Figure 1, based on Goldschmidt’s
Figure 7.11 (Goldschmidt 2018: 198), which is a representation of the sentence in (2-a).
The frame takes the verb berühren (to touch) as its central node, marked by the double
circle and referring to the set of all berühren-events. The agent is Joanne and the patient is
Mary (the fact that only Mary’s shoulder is touched is abreviated here by making Mary’s
shoulder the patient). The verb is characterised by a force component and a movement
component, represented as sets of force transmission and movement events respectively. The
force component models the force that is exerted on the force recipient and assigns the
argument roles force exerter and force recipient (Joanne and Mary/Mary’s shoulder
respectively). The movement component models the movement of the force exerter towards
the force recipient. It assigns the argument roles figure, the moving entity, Joanne or some
part of her in this case, and ground, the entity with respect to which the movement is

represented as sets of force transmission and movement events respectively. The force component models the force that is exerted on the force recipient and assigns the argument roles
force exerter and force recipient (Joanne and Mary/Mary’s shoulder respectively). The
movement component models the movement of the force exerter towards the force recipient.
It assigns the argument roles figure, the moving entity, Joanne or some part of her in this
case, and ground, the entity with respect to which the movement is described, Mary or her
shoulder in this case.
Please note that the force component and movement component at this stage are modelled
as two separate components. The double duty of the force vectors as explained in Section
3 above becomes visible further down in the frame structure. The force component has an
attribute force vector, which takes as value the set of all force vectors, and the movement
component has an attribute path which takes as value the set of all paths. Force vectors
are characterised via the attributes magnitude, direction and origin, the specific values of
which restrict the set of force vectors. The origin is a position on the path, hence the node
position refers to specific positions on the path. The direction of a force vector is internal, i.e.
towards the force recipient/Mary. This is made explicit by the attribute directional reference. Finally, the fact that Joanne touched Mary lightly is expressed by the value < averagec .
The magnitude of the (set of) force vector(s) is below a certain average for comparison (but
above zero).
By modelling force verbs and the sentences they appear in within Frame Semantics, the
rich conceptual structure of force verbs becomes visible at one glance. Furthermore, the (co-)
dependencies are immediately visible in this connected graph structure, such as the fact that
Mary is both the force recipient and the ground, as well as the patient of the overall event.
In order to accurately model the aspectual distinctions between e.g. ziehen and schlagen,
however, a more elaborate system than that presented here is needed (as in e.g. Gamerschlag
et. al. 2014).

5 Events, frames, or both?
In Sections 1 and 2, I have argued that the rich lexical structure of force verbs needs to be
modelled in detail to account for the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (1-a-ii), (1-b-ii) and
(2-b). In Section 3, the meaning components of force verbs are modelled in an enriched Event
Semantics framework, where the origin, magnitude and direction of force vectors represent the
force-related distinctions as well as allow tracing the movement of the force exerter. In Section
4 I have presented an analysis of force verbs in Frame Semantics, where the rich conceptual
structure is represented in a connected graph that immediately makes visible the relations
between the meaning components of force verbs.
While force verbs can be accurately modelled in both frameworks, they both have their specific advantages and disadvantages. In Event Semantics, the specific notions of forces, paths,
events and so on can be precisely defined as the model-theoretic building blocks that are the
input to the analysis. These then reappear in the lexical entries for the verbs as in (3), (4) and
(5), but the relations between them are lost in this representation. In order to recover them, one
needs to “unpack” the lexical entries to retrieve the model-theoretic building blocks (as done
in Goldschmidt 2018). In Frame Semantics, the relations between the meaning components
of force verbs are immediately visible, as shown in Figure 1. But some of the model-theoretic
building blocks are harder to represent in frames, as is the case with for example the aspectual
distinctions between force verbs.

Both frameworks thus focus on different aspects of meaning: While the Event Semantics
account presented here puts the focus on incorporating model-theoretic building blocks into
the analysis of force verbs, the Frame Semantics account focuses on explicitly modelling the
meaning components and their relations.
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